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Teacher's Administration Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 The administration is sincerely putting efforts for the development of the institution 8.32

2 The administration is accessible 8.59

3 The quality initiatives taken up by the administration are contributing for improvement 8.27

4 The faculties are given freedom to express their opinions 8.17

5 The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the institution 8.93

6 The administration effectively addresses the grievances raised by the faculties 8.02

7 Degree of satisfaction with the Administration of the college 8.22

Average 8.36

Suggestions for improvement of Governance

1. Everything is okey

2. no suggession in this regards

3. Good

4. No comments

5. Proper decentralisation Following government regulations properly Motivating teachers ef�ciently

6. Need one effective single window software (digital university framework) for all the activities of college.

7. The Principal should handle the of�ce more effectively

8. Effective measures are needed to improve quality

9. NA

10. E-Governance shall be encouraged more.

11. Digitalization of the of�ce work is needed.

12. Administration must be improved for the betterment of the institution

13. Nothing

14. Each and everyone should work together for the development of the institution, the opinions are important, they should be marked.
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Suggestions for improvement of Governance

15. Good

16. No suggestion

17. No, thank you.

18. Proper balance in distribution of works needs to be ensured. Declining trend of proper and regular class is observed. Nobody notices irregularity

of classes except the �rst class in the morning.

19. Opinions of all stakeholders ought to be respected, more transparency need be aadopted

20. Ok

21. Hope for more effective

22. Satis�ed by the governance process

23. Automartion should be started

24.

25. The administration should follow the existing rules and regulations �rst

26. Of�ce needs to be improved

27. None

28. Nothing

29. More effort needed to become best

30. IQAC should be more dynamic

31. The administration are giving their best effort for the smooth running and development of the institution.

32. Concern should be to build a robust mechanism that provides adequate curricular and extra curricular opportunities rather than a fragile

widespread framework

33. Student employee relations needs improvement.

34. Improvement is needed in the administration somehow that can help to established a non bias, free environment .

35. Satisfactory

36. systematic working and creating good positive work environment can govern a strong administration.

37. Democratic governance need to be appreciated

38. Need discussion with all stakeholders for improvement of Governance

39. Cofreindly environment

40. No comment

41. Need to improve administration
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Teacher's Admission and Evaluation Process Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 The admission process adopted by the College is effective 7.93

2 The College is able to attract meritorious students 8.55

3 The examination system followed by the College is effective 8.93

4 The process of veri�cation of answer scripts carried out by the college is effective 9.27

5 The evaluation system followed by the College is effective 9.09

6 The functioning of the Of�ce of the Controller is satisfactory 9

Average 8.8

Your suggestions for improving the admission and evaluation process

1. Everything is �ne

2. major wise entrance exam can be followed for maritorious students.

3. admission should not be based only on HS marksheets

4. Admission for ug level should be through Departmental entrance exam which give more better output.

5. The question setters should send the answers of multiple type questions.

6. None

7. Merit list should be on the basis of marks obtained by student in the subjects he/she wish to take in degree course.

8. 1. Departmental entrance test should be introduced 2. Needs more involvement of external evaluators

9. Counseling should be done before admitting a student into a particular department

10. We can try to limit the admission

11. NA

12. Online assignment submission should be adopted.

13. I think for the accomplishment of effective evaluation, provision of Head Examiner shall be introduced soon.

14. Cut off marks for admission may be introduced for quality input

15. Nothing
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Your suggestions for improving the admission and evaluation process

16. It should be more focused and practical.

17. Very Good

18. No suggestion.

19. No thank you.

20. 1. Introduction of entrance test interview.2. Exclusion of some poor evaluators. 3. Uniform standard in question paper setting

21. The best also can be improvised.

22. Ok

23. Ok

24. Disciplined process in admission and evaluation.

25. The admission process needs improvement

26. 1.Entrance test can be conducted by departments for admission. 2.External evaluators can be employed for evaluation process. 3. Examination

should not be conducted too early than University af�liated colleges thus giving students more time learning time.

27. Enrollment of students should follow the teacher student ratio of semester system

28. Admission procedure must be improved

29. Need improvement on admission system

30. Admission process needs to be changed

31. Exam related matters such as moderation, scrutiny, examining scripts no longer remains con�dential. Teachers try to give out the important

topics, even questions after moderation which is a very bad practice in my view.

32. Examination process should be on the basis of entrance exam

33. Entrance exam for admission is required .

34. Common Entrance Test at the Institutional level, not at the department level

35. College may arrange special Examination for back papers within short duration after the declaration of result.

36. The admission process, evaluation and functioning of the of�ce of the controller is quite satisfactory and effective. And hope that it will run

smoothly and helpful for the students and for the institutions as well.

37. Focus should be given on peer assessment and formative assessment

38. A counselling and guidence is to be imparted to aspiring candidates before admission by each department and then on recommendations of

department s admission should be given to students.

39. Adoption of entrance test for both UG and PG admission.

40. Admission and evaluation process are very good,proper orientation program can motivate teachers to give their best towards proper evaluation

of the students and it can bring positive impact towards admission.

41. 1. Answer Script Evaluation Board or System of Head Examiner should be formed for effective evaluation procedure.

42. Need councelling of students before admission

43. Good

44. Satisfactory
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Teacher's Curriculum Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 The system followed by the College for the design and development of curriculum is effective 8.79

2 The curriculum has been updated from time to time 9.24

3 Board of studies is taking care to ensure the adequacy and relevance of the programmes offered 8.95

4 Freedom to contribute your ideas on curriculum design and development 9.13

5 Your degree of satisfaction with the present curriculum 8.97

Average 9.02

Suggestions for improvement in curriculum design and development

1. Everything is satisfactory

2. no suggession

3. No comments

4. to insist on best inputs & best processing

5. Need programe learing outcome from each course learning objective

6.

7. NA

8. CBCS course is very vast, sometimes become dif�cult to complete within one semester

9. Importance should be given on the employability aspect of the curriculum.

10. Nothing

11. We should be up-to-date.

12. Good

13. No suggestion

14. No. Thank you

15. Faculty members should enjoy more freedom than the nominees from outside in the BoS

16. Need go keep pace with changing needs and updation
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Suggestions for improvement in curriculum design and development

17. Ok

18. In-Semester marks should be increased and more practical oriented.

19. Satis�ed by the curriculum of the institution

20. BoS is performing well

21.

22. More discussion is necessary for up graduation

23. Needs to be improved

24. Board of studies is not taking care of adequacy....the people in BOS are from different sectors, they hardly see the syllabus content. Simply

inviting them and paying DA /TA is not at all worthy. The syllabus of Masters programme in our dept is a repetition of what the students studied in

CBCS in the three years. No new content nor any updated knowledge which will bene�t the students.

25. Nothing

26. Curriculum is good enough

27. No comments

28. The curriculum design should be focus on the needs of the students in order to get the effective results. And all the teaching aids and methods

should be used properly as mention in the curriculum.

29. More emphasis on internship and market oriented contents should be given

30. Independent skill centre needs to be set up for imparting skill education

31. Curriculum should be developed time to time

32. Satisfactory

33. It should always be students centric

34. Curriculum should be desined by keeping the needs of local, national and global context. More emphasis on hands-on-practice curriculum.

35. Need outcome based curriculum

36.

37. Satisfactory

38. Need to improve the curriculum
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Your general observations on the College

1. Due to uneffective admission procedure students drop out ratio is increasing day by day

2.

3. good

4. Below par

5. The college is moving ahead with its existing limited resources, and needs to go for more self �nanced courses to create its own revenue.

6. Over all the college administration is well managed,, carriculum, teaching learning process all are good

7. After all the college is a best one for me

8. Together we can progress towards a better future.

9. Good

10. The college is very good

11. The college has, without any inkling of doubt, haa enough potentialiea which need be explored systematically with ans sense od collective

dedication ans concerted efforts by all the stakeholders. Long Live, N. L. College (Autonomous).

12. It is found satisfactory.

13. Some of the spheres like library and of�ce need to be improved

14. Disciplined and well maintained curriculum as well as teaching learning process in the college. Research works by faculty members are highly

encouraged in the college.

15. College lacks in adequate infrastructure regarding the class rooms available. Many departments are facing dif�culty in maintaining higher

number of admitted students. Moreover number of faculty members should be increased.

16. Everything is �ne

17. Proper & perfect execution of existing rules of existing system is prime necessary

18. Good

19. Excellent

20. Students abstaining from classes can easily form �llup. There is no count of attendance during form �llup. As a result they fail during exam.the

rate of fails is more compared to pass. Also it has come to notice that students take up diploma courses on paramedical sciences while still studying

BSC. Is it possible to simultaneously take both BSC and diploma course at the same time? They are con�dent because they are being allowed to

form �llup BSc in our college.

21. North Lakhimpur College (A) is a good college. Faculty members are hard-working and sincere. Students are ambitious. Since many

departments will start PhD programmes, necessary requirements and facilities should be provided to carry out high quality research work

22. Need modi�cations in some areas

23. Good

24. The college administration is very supportive and encouraging.

25. The most prominent trend that has been observed during the past years is that the college has been attracting students from the periphery of

the town rather than students from the locality where the college is situated. Maybe the geographical location of the college is the reason behind it.

However the growth of the college is worth mentioning.

26. With able leadership the college has been progressing in all aspects of higher education.
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Your general observations on the College

27. For overall development of the college, administration should be improved, cooperative atmosphere between teachers and students should be

maintained and cleanliness of the college campus should be maintained. There is no adequate no. of class rooms and barrier free , hygienic class

rooms. Administration should noticed these points and take necessary action.

28. The college may encouraged students to participate in national level exams like UPSC,CDS etc by taking some awareness activities.

29. My better experience in this college are 1. students are very co-operative 2. They always enjoy with their campus 3. There is a positive

knowledge gaining environment 4. Clean campus green campus, everyone take care of it Endless experience

30. A good academic atmosphere is existing till now. For proper maintaining on academic atmosphere internal discipline among students should be

created.

31. College has been providing quality higher education in a lagre region of Assam and neighbouring states.

32.

33. Infrastructure facility and classrooms need to be enhanced. General observation is good.

34. The atmosphere of the college is very good.
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Teacher's Infrastructure Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 The class rooms and furniture available are adequate 7.29

2 The toilets are suf�cient for faculty and students 6.66

3 The labs are adequately equipped (wherever applicable) 7.41

4 The buildings and furniture are well maintained 7.51

5 The infrastructure available in the department is optimally used 8.27

6 Safe drinking water is available 8.54

7 Parking facilities are available adequately 8.32

8 Sports infrastructure is adequate 8.8

9 Degree of satisfaction with the Canteen services of the college 6.2

Average 7.67

Suggestions for improvement in Infrastructure

1. Safe drinking water for all the department individually.

2. laboratory equipments can be increase as per new syllabus .

3. Good

4. Class room for students can improve more

5. None

6. Digital classroom for each department with all the TLM

7.

8. NA

9. More lab and classrooms facility should be provided to the departments. Since the gates remain closed till 1pm, students are bound to eat from

canteen. So prices of food should be pocket friendly. It has been observed that sometimes canteen make huge bills in events

10. Having the increase no of students certain departments lacks the necessary infrastructure. The research departments requires more separate

reading spaces and isolation. Separate toilatary for Teachers should be available in old arts building.

11. No.of digital class rooms should be increased.

12. Overall Infrastructures must be improved
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Suggestions for improvement in Infrastructure

13. The faculty toilets are not properly maintend,,

14. Toilet and drinking water facility should be improve.

15. Good

16. Infrastructure is very good

17. More infrastructure need.

18. Disparity of infrastructure in the departments of the science and Arts streams must be ended.

19. Need introspection and active iniation for improvisation

20. Ok

21. Satisfactory infrastructure

22. The canteen service should be made more accessible to the students

23.

24. Modernization of classroom facilities necessary

25. Department wise infrastructure facilities should be provided.

26. No parking lot for vehicles near political science, botany, adequate classrooms needed with projector �tted in each. Labs are not at all euipped

with instruments needed to carry for research projects of Masters programme. No separate lab rooms available. Biotech hub is there in colege, but

people are hardly given access to use those which places Teachers in awkward situation. Arts building lack toilets which is a matter of concern,

especially female Teachers.Canteen food is worst...price is hig

27. Nothing

28. Spacious and well ventilated class room and lab are required

29. Improvements of labs

30. As the strength of the students are increasing, the equipment are insuf�cient for the students.Some of the equipments are also damage and

need to replace them.

31. The sports facilities including the synthetic track should be open for all. Toilet blocks should be constructed

32. Number of computers and accordingly space should be expanded

33. Infrastructure should be developed more for students convenience

34. Laboratory of the science departments may make more advance and up to date.

35. Always consult with speci�c experience person, before starting the construction. It should be always keep in mind that infrastructure should be

in proper place,it will not disturbed by others

36. Infrastructure should be maintained properly. For each department, facilities of Smart classroom should be provided if possible.

37. No comment

38. Need to improve

39. Needs available toilets
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Teacher's Research, Extension and Innovation Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 The teachers are encouraged to carry out research 9.03

2 The teachers are encouraged to participate in seminars /workshops/symposia/conferences 9.11

3 The teachers are encouraged to undertake extension service programmes 9.26

4 The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with Industry 8.71

5 The teachers are encouraged to take-up consultancy services 8.57

6 Degree of satisfaction with the research activities in the college 8.14

7 Degree of satisfaction with the extension activities in the college 8.71

8 Degree of satisfaction with the innovative practices in the college 7.94

Average 8.69

Suggestions for improvement in Research, Extension and Innovation

1. NS

2. No comments

3. More support & menpower required

4. can take more initiative for extension service

5. I think with a minimum numbers of faculty with large numbers of student and courses it is not easy to do carried out all the activities

6.

7. NA

8. Research based course should be there in the programme to make both teachers and students engage in research.

9. Nothing

10. We have to organise more workshops for the awareness.

11. Good

12. Very good

13. Still the thrust areas need be identi�ed for the activities under question.

14. More extension programms should be undertaken on emerging issues of the society.
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Suggestions for improvement in Research, Extension and Innovation

15. Overall research environment is good

16. Laboratory instruments facilities should be more updated

17.

18. Research,extension and innovation activities should be practical utilities

19. No.

20. Improvement is necessary

21. Hardly research is being carried out by teachers , very few are actively engaged in research activities. Teachers should be encouraged to do

research which was a big lacuna during last Naac peer visit. For attending seminars, conferences one must be granted leave.

22. Teachers should be encouraged for PhD research

23. Nothing

24. Building up a vibrant research environment

25. Extension activities should done once in a week .

26. The non teaching activities of the faculties should be optimized

27. A inn ovation exhibition exhibition festival may be organised for showcasing student and teachers innovation

28. Innovative practices can improve more

29. Industry based research activities may be encouraged in the college.

30. Systematic and scienti�c study

31. Research and Extension program should be outcome based and futuristic.

32. Need exercise more research and innovative practices

33. Proper tools and technique should be implement for conducting research

34.

35. Satisfactory
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Teacher's Teaching and Learning Ratings

Sl Question AVG

1 Student centric learning resources are available in the College 8.57

2 The class work is taking place as per schedule 9.31

3 The faculty members are updating their knowledge and skills 9.17

4 The merit of the teachers is recognized 8.8

5 The teaching aids in the departments are suf�cient and up to date 8.26

6 The library is managed effectively 8.2

7 The library is utilized optimally by the faculty 8.11

8 The library is utilized optimally by the students 8.26

9 The Library is a major source of information 8.09

10 The teachers are encouraged to organize seminars/workshops/symposia/conferences 9.14

Average 8.59

Suggestions for improvement in Teaching and Learning

1. NS

2. electronic TLM can be increase more in college.

3. No comments

4. More space required in the library for students

5. Learning management system is need of hour

6.

7. NA

8. There should be a digital library or the digital resourses should be availble to the students.

9. Nothing

10. They should get chance to oriented themself time to time

11. Good

12. No suggestion
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Suggestions for improvement in Teaching and Learning

13. To enrol manageable, if not limiter, number of students for effective teaching learning exercise

14. Should be introduced more Professional/Vocational courses rather than traditional one.

15. Disciplined maitainance of classes as per schedule.

16. The library service should be modernised

17.

18. Other activities for teachers should be stopped during class time

19. No

20. New books need to be provided

21. Classrooms with projectors is required so as to deliver lectures effectively.

22. Teachers should regularly update their knowledge and teachers should be encouraged to update their skills

23. Nothing

24. NA

25. Library facility should improve .

26. Assignments should be research based and library period should be included in the routine

27. Modern teaching aids such as digital boards be made available for all faculties.

28. Library resources should be developed

29. Modern teaching aid may make available in each and every classroom.

30. It should be always realistic and practical base. Live example can help the students to better learning and reasoning capacity.

31. Application of Lecture cum demonstration method by the teachers and regular feedback on learning process of learner is prime importance.

32. Need more teaching staff

33. It is effective

34.

35. Need to improve


